Introduction and Definition of Notation.
A double series y^fe°z=iXfez may be classified according to the behavior of the double sequence of its partial sums SH=XAJ = I X *J' as follows. The sequence {ski} is ultimately bounded (abbreviated ub) if there exists a number Q such that Ski is bounded for all k, 1>Q; bounded (b) if in the preceding case Q can be taken to be zero; convergent (c) if linu,i->«>Ski exists (finite) ; bounded convergent (be) if both b and c; ultimately regularly convergent (urc) if c, and if there exists a number Q such that limk^Ski and limi^Ski both exist (finite) for all / > Q and all k > Q, respectively ; regularly convergent (re) if in the preceding case Q can be taken to be zero ; bounded ultimately regularly convergent (burc) if both b and urc.
It is the purpose of the present paper to establish necessary and sufficient conditions on the matrix \\bki\\ in order that, whenever the series XJU=I X &Z * S °f a specified one of the above types, the transformed series ^2^i=i^kibki will be of a specified one of these types. The process of transforming will be indicated by an arrow; "sufficient" will be abbreviated by S., "necessary" by N. Thus N.b->c reads "a condition (or set of conditions) necessary that every bounded series have a convergent transform," and S.b->c reads "a condition (or set of conditions) sufficient that every bounded series have a convergent transform." and established relations (6) and (8) 
.U-^v is at once S.(u, U)->(v, V) (four cases), and N.u-^V is at once N.(u, U)-*(v, V).
Frequent use is made of the following decomposition of double sums, analogous to Abel's partial sum formula for simple series, and due to Hardy.* a)
Here
The several parts of the decomposition are lettered for future reference. 
(e) lim &&* = 0.
£,/•-» 00
3. Implications of the Conditions. By denial of the first part of (d 2 ), there exists a sequence, for fixed p, of non-zero quantities, b P i v with U>li-\. The series like that defined in Theorem 2, with Aio&p^ replaced by b p i if is wrs. But for each i,
Let p be arbitrary. The series with terms
is burc. But, for m>p and arbitrary ^, 0" mn =]Cz«i(~~ l)*Aio& p z, so that |Aio6p, n +i| = l^m+i.n+i -ö"mn| , which must tend to zero as m and n tend to oo.
The proof for (di) is given in Theorem II of K; (e) follows from Theorem 1 and (13) above. (10) and (6) ; lim m^( y) =0, by (ci). But by (12) and denial of (e), linim^S) does not exist. Condition (di) follows from (14). (ce) is bounded, by (a); (|8) and (7) are bounded, by (6); (S) is bounded, by (9). For »>-R, (j8) reduces to 2r=~Q+i ^/bnAio^fcn, which is bounded, by (2), (10), and (6). Similarly, for m>R, (7) is bounded. For m,n>R, ( §) is bounded by (2), (10), and (9). (j8) and (7) tend to zero, by (11) ; (6) converges, by (10) and (9). Suppose Ski bounded for k, 1>Q. Define K, L, R, as in Theorem 9. Asm, n tend to °o , (a) converges to
For n>R, (/?) reduces to X^?="QVI SfcnAio&fc», which converges to zero, by (2) and (11). Similarly, it can be shown that (7) tends to zero. The sum (5) converges, by (2), (10), and (9). (Compare the concluding argument in Theorem I of K.) THEOREM 15. S.ub-^urc are (a), (c 2 ), and (e).
Suppose Ski bounded for k,l>Q. Define K, L, R, again as in Theorem 9. As m and n tend to 00 , (a), (/3), and (7) converge, as is seen by reasoning as in Theorem 14; (ô) tends to zero, by (e). Now fix n>R. Then for all w>max Ki, (Z = l, 2, • • • , n -1), (a) becomes Y^=hk=i s k Anbki) (j8) becomes X?JQ +1 j*nAio6*n, and as m tends to oo this expression converges, by (2), (10), and (6) ; (7) converges to zero, by (2) ; (8) tends to zero, by (2) and (14). Similarly, it can be shown that lim n^00 cr mn exists for each m>R.
THEOREM 16. S.burc->burcare (a) and (ci).
The conditions are S.burc-^bc by Theorem 12. Suppose s hi regularly convergent for k, 1>Q. For fixed n>Q, as m tends to infinity, (a) converges, by (a) ; (/3) converges, by (10) and (6) ; (7) converges to zero, by (ci) ; (S) converges, by (10) and (9). Similarly, it can be shown that for fixed m>Q, limn^c,»,» exists. 
